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Paper : GE-2 (A)

( ANIMAL CELL BIOTECHNOLOGY)

1. TP ̂

Fill in the blanks :

(a) BACT '
BAG stands for •
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( 2 )

(b) GT
<p(^f^ol I

Gel clectrophoresis technique was
introduced by

I

.bacteria is naturally associated
with genetic engineering.

(d) ^ ̂ iim
^  I

is the name of genetically
engineered human insulin.

2. ^ R)RUh %?rr : 5x3=15
Answer any three of the following questions :

(a) ^ 1% ̂  ?
What do you mean by old and new
biotechnology?

(b) ^ ̂ ̂ ^ I
Write a brief account on gene therapy.

(c) X^a^feRtii iiR«n i
Write the concept of contaminants in
biotechnology research.
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( 3 )

(d) ^

v£li$T I^T'fT I 4+1=5

Write a brief note on vaccines using
recombinant technology with example.

3. ̂  %T [(a) ̂  (b) ] (c) :

Answer [(a) and (b)] or (c) :

(a) ^ c^? arf
'srl5i\5 ̂  «HST I

1+6=7

What are transgenic animals? Describe
the techniques involved in the
production of transgenic animals.

(b) 9m I
1^1%^ ^ I 1+6=7

Define downstream processing. Briefly
describe the various steps in
downstream processing.

wm/Or

(c) 'sm 9^ CI)141C<1M ^ :
7x2=14

Write descriptive notes on the following:

(i)

Hybridoma technology

(ii)

Cryopreservation techniques
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4. 1^%

t  c^n^S^H tii~?s*fHW(i^^<i »tHi<i><}=R liii^
c&mf^i 6+4=10

Write the various enzymes useful for genetic
en^eering. Write a note on nomenclature 0?
restriction endonuclease.

^W/Or

:  5x2=10

Write short notes on ;

(a) R<p\Rc.'i*v DNA4

Isolation of genetic material for rDNA
synthesis

(b) ^

Cloning vectors

5. PGR ^ -j^ I

Write the p^ciple of PGR technique. Mention
the role of PGR m molecular diagnosis.

WW/Or

DNA ftxTRfstftt ̂  ? %R awppl^ ^ i 4+6=10
What IS DNA fingerprinting? State its
applications.
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( 5 )

Paper : GB-2 (B)

(INSECT VECTOR AND DISEASES )

1. ̂  rp ̂  : l><5=5
Fill in the blanks : '

(a) '
The secondary host of malarial parasite
is •

(b) '

The vector of Typhus fever is

(c) ^^1

Trench fever is caused by

(d) ^ I

The scientific name of housefly is,

IqJ "Sj^ I

Mosquito belongs to the order
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( 6 )

2. "5^ c<picm1 : 4x3=12
Write short notes on (any thre^ :

(a)

Typhus fever

(b)

Chagas disease

(c) CS^
Dengue disease

(d) #s=i#n
Chikungunya

(e)

FUariasis

3. I 4+2=6

Describe the mouthparts of insects with
feeding habits of insects.

WW/Or

I  6

Write the general characters of insects.

4. 1^«t fejT 1 6

Describe briefly about the host-vector
relationship.
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( 7 )

WiRf/Or

Write the names of mix orders of insects with
examples.

5. "snR I?r ̂  ^ 1^ I 6
Justify the housefly as an important
mechanical vector.

WW/Or

"snR 1^«r ^ I

Describe the mechanism of control of
housefly.

6. <Pl^<P<.y| 1%?
7t^p=fR®f ' 1+8=9

What is the causing agent of viral
encephalitis? Write the process of
transmission and symptoms of the disease.

WW/ Or

5+4=9

Describe briefly the different control
measures of insect vectors with special
reference to biological control.
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( 8 )

7. (a) W \ ^T^pqii^ (Sand-
fly)^ 1% 1% ? 3+2=5
Write the symptoms of Phlebotomus
fever. What are the control measures of
ssmdfly?

WWOr

C^?im ̂  1% 1%? (T^ ̂

3+2=5
What are the basic S3miptoms of flea-
bome -diseases? Describe the control
measures of fleas.

(b) 'RfR ^ ̂ 5i«(5n ̂  I 4
Describe briefly about the types of
antennae of insects.
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